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Jan 14, 2021 - This is a complete standalone Sonokinetic -
Sultan Drums: Middle Eastern Percussion Free Download for
32/64 Bit. If you want to hear what these drum sets sound
like, you can download them with Sultan Drums. Designed to
meet your music and musical needs, this unique sound
system contains the best drum and percussion rigs you can
find on the market. We present a complete set of Sultan
Drums for all music lovers, percussion enthusiasts and
professionals. The kit includes: - A sound system that makes
beats and vibrations in the air as well as in the ground. -
Percussion instruments that make the beat and transmit it
to the ground through special channels. - Earth instruments
that transmit the vibration to the ground. - Air instruments. -
A sound system that makes a beat. This is done with a
special system that transmits the beats and vibrations to the
sound system in the air. The same system transmits the
vibrations to the percussion instruments. To get an effect
like an earthquake, not only the percussion system is used.
A system that consists of two drums is used for this purpose.
They are attached to a support that is fixed horizontally. One
of them is fixed at a height of 1 meter from the floor and the
other at a height of 4 meters above it. The drum on the
underside is equipped with two handles. The first drum has
only one side with handles, the second has three. Before
playing, drummers place their palms on one side and hold
the other on the handles. The drummer strikes the drum on
one side and hears the sound on the other side. He quickly
changes the position of his hands without interrupting the
rhythm. Other drummers do the same. Size: 720 x 540
pixels, format: .jpg. To download a free slide for use in class,
right click on the image and click "Save Image As...".
Download the entire presentation "Drummer Musicians.pptx"
in zip archive size 2446 KB Music Activities" - For example:
rhythm - two short sounds, one long sound. Using
articulation exercises. Come up with a movement to the
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song. Structure of the class. Music and rhythmic
movements. The purpose of the musical activities. There is a
motive of creativity in everything. Come up with a rhythmic
pattern. Familiarity with music (sounds in the surrounding
life, in verbal games, in the classroom and in play). "Music
Education" - The purpose of music education personality.
Moral Guidelines. Nurture moral and patriotic feelings.
Create a space of folk motifs around us! The principles of
music education. Picture 4 from the presentation "Let's
create around us the space of folk motifs". Size: 720 x 540
pixels, format: jpg. To download the picture for the music
lesson for free, right click on the image and click "Save
image as...". To show the pictures in the lesson you can also
free download the presentation "Create a space of folk
motifs.pptx" as a whole with all the pictures in zip-archive.
The archive size - 694 KB Folk Arts and Crafts of Kuban" -
Weaving.
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